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Summary: This tool will assist you in preparing and managing meetings, workshops and other group
events. It contains information on organisational aspects as well as a checklist of required equipment
and things to consider for successful events.
Application Within the Planning Process:

Related Tools:

Ij[f'0Process Ignition and Demand Creation
Ij[f(0Launch of the Planning Process
Ij[f*0Prioritisation of the Community Problems and
Ij[f*0ValidationI
Ij[f+0Identiﬁcation of Service Options
Ij[f-0Implementation of the Action Plan

J,

Fkhfei[ A CLUES process comprises several

such an event, take into account the advice given
in Document D4.1, which summarises key aspects to be considered. It includes a checklist
for required equipment, which you can use to
make sure you don’t forget anything. If you are
interested in further reading about how to successfully organise and manage meetings, workshops and other events, you are highly recommended to read the sourcebook on participatory
workshops by Robert Chambers (Book B4.1),
which is written in an accessible and entertaining language. Nick Wates’ handbook on community planning (B4.2) also has a great variety of
ideas and suggestions for organising meetings
and events. Tools T6, T14 and T21 are additional
helpful resources for structuring the contents of
the main workshops of a CLUES process.

meetings, workshops and events with stakeholders (particularly community members),
which all need thorough preparation. Good organisation is the key to successful events. Every
gathering is different in its content and agenda,
but there are some organisational aspects which
should always be considered. This tool aims to
summarise these aspects and to provide recommendations on the general framework of events
and workshops.

>emjeki[j^_ijeeb5 This tool might not only
be of interest for the preparation of the various
meetings with open community participation,
but also for the expert workshop and the ﬁnal
inauguration ceremony. If you intend to organise

Sample Agenda: Ofﬁcial Launching Workshop

J'* Sample Agenda: Expert Consultation Workshop
J(' Sample Agenda: Community Consultation
Workshop

H[iekhY[i
The initial community meeting during Step 1 Process Ignition may be initiated by
an individual or organisation. A team of dedicated persons should take
responsibility for facilitating the meeting. The team chairperson (usually an
experienced facilitator) should be carefully selected. The event should be
advertised as an exciting and enjoyable event. Good community participation is
more important than involving all interest groups and decision-makers at this
stage.
Working arrangements
Good preparation and administration is essential for a successful first meeting.
Begin with preparations one month before the event by sending out invitations,
reserving the venue and starting publicity in the neighbourhood. Don’t set a date
until you are sure you can meet it; avoid holiday periods. The venue should be
located in the neighbourhood (or close by) and provide a stimulating atmosphere.
Good examples include hotels/bars, school or community halls.
During the event: assign specific roles and responsibilities for facilitator(s), notetakers, photographer and stage manager/trouble shooter.
After the event: eorganise an evaluation of the event, get feedback from different
participants.

Document D4.1:
Organising Meetings, Events
and Workshops
D4.1.pdf

Equipment
Organise the following equipment a few days beforehand: banners, maps/plans,
flipcharts & pens, masking tape, scissors, A4 paper, computers and beamer (if
presentations are planned).
Facilitator Qualities
- Leadership qualities
- Experience with participatory processes
- Ability to orchestrate action
- Toughness, ability to deal with
troublemakers

Stakeholders to involve
- Friends and neighbours
- Local business people
- Schools and teachers
- Women and youth groups
- Health officers and medical doctors
- Ethnic and cultural groups
- Members of local NGOs and CBOs
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